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This issue has come out a few days late because I have just returned from a fortnight
visiting Madagascar, Reunion and Mauritius, adding further fuel to my firmly entrenched
belief that socialism—the pathway down which South Africa is currently travelling– can
only lead to ever-deepening empoverishment of each nation that embraces it.
President Jacob Zuma’s state of the nation address at the weekend merely served to alarm me
further. It is a fine thing to promise full employment and homes with electricity and running
water for everyone by 2030 but, when it is linked to a promise that the Government will look to
means to tighten up further on tax-gathering in order to find the money to fund this dream, it
becomes abundantly clear that it will remain just a dream.
Though Mr Zuma has the perspicacity to recognize that without the help of private enterprise,
Government will not be able to secure this promise, he has obviously failed to grasp the fact
that when governments claw unto themselves an ever-increasing percentage of the nation’s
gross national product, it is inevitable that there will be less and less available to fund the
endeavors of the private sector. When money as a resource gets scarce its cost soars making
it difficult for business to remain competitive. More taxes also mean fewer business profits and
so it becomes increasingly difficult to attract foreign investors who for many years now have
funded South Africa’s trade deficit. Already at 42 percent of Gross National Product, the South
African Government is consuming over twice
the Developing World average and by every
percentage point that revenue collection
increases so will our economic stagnation
acellerate.
So how has SA Pty Ltd been faring these first
few weeks of 2013? My first graph confirms
that Developing World Markets have been
underperforming those of the Developed
World in significant fashion since the
beginning of the year.
Surprisingly, however, after a shaky start to
the year, the Rand is now outperforming most
major currencies as illustrated by my second
composite on the right.
Furthermore, although our Blue Chip shares
have been moving sideways throughout the
first few weeks of 2013, as my third
composite illustrates, they are in relative
terms doing far better than their equivalents
in the rest of the Developing World. That
graph, assuming it continues into the future,
is a major tribute to the quality and excellence
of our private sector management as well as
the esteem in which it is held. Upon its ability
to maintain that lead rests the hope of this
nation in the face of an incompetent
government. So, both with regard to our ability

to prosper as a nation and for you,
the investor, to assure for yourself a
secure and prosperous future. So it
is encouraging, at least in the shortterm, to consider ShareFinder’s
Fourier projection on the right which
suggests, with an unusually high
rate of past accuracy, that for the
next few months at least, our Blue
Chip shares will continue to
outperform their peers in the
Developing World.
But it might be a very short period
of outperformance. Readers need
to carefully consider my next graph
which simply compares the number
of investment grade shares making
new price highs for the year
compared with the number making
new price lows. This indicator was
extremely accurate in calling an
early warning for both the 1998 and
2007 bear markets as illustrated by
the third composite on this page
and so one should definitely take it
very seriously.

ShareFinder’s own fixed window analysis, depicted immediately below, of all investment grade
shares presents a similar pessimistic outlook but implies that we might have until sometime
between May and July before a correction gets under way. But the conclusion is inescapable: it
is time to sell all your speculative and doubtful shares because a new bear market is imminent.

Prospects Portfolio
I will be content, however, to continue
holding most of the shares in my
Prospects Portfolio which this week
reached an overall value of R1 783
126.57 which represents a compound
annual average growth rate of 32.1
percent since I launched it in January
2011. Only one share in the portfolio
is currently causing me worry;
Capitec which has been trending
downwards since last April
notwithstanding a current brokers’
consensus forecast of an imminent 28.3% dividend increase based on a 31% expected headline earnings
gain. Depending on the actual results that are due out any day now, I will take a decision whether to hold
or sell. The current status of the portfolio is tabulated below:

Underperformers
Listed below are all shares which have been underperforming the Blue Chip averages in respect of price growth
rates over the past five years. Note that all the shares listed below qualify for inclusion in the ShareFinder Quality
list because of their consistent dividend growth rates over many years and those listed in green under the Dividend
Growth heading have been consistently delivering above-average dividend growth rates over at least the past five
years

Top Performers:

The following shares are offered as suggested replacements for any in your portfolio that are
achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates. The
shares listed in the first block below have been selected because of their investment grade
quality and their very high dividend growth rate and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offer significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
The shares listed in the third block below have been selected because of their investment
grade quality and their very high price growth rate. These offer superior investment safety. The
ten in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a
greater degree of investment risk:

Unit Trusts
The topmost (green flagged) unit trusts listed below conform to the ideal that the latest annual price
growth rate is greater than the average of the past five years (Half) and the five-years average is
greater than that of the previous ten years (Full). In the groups that follow it should be noted that a high
ten-year growth average is seldom followed by similarly high interim growth rates which underscores
the fact that it is very difficult ever to select consistently high-performing funds. Trusts with the lowest
Risk number are the least price-volatile.

